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On 090520 I was assigned as the Operations Chief for event sin Portland.
Tonight was day 100 of events since the demonstrations began. At about 2100 it was reported there were
about 500 people in Ventura park. The sound truck gave a preemptive announcement about staying out of
the street as the event was not permitted.
At 2109 the group marched west on Stark towards East precinct. At 2114 the sound truck gave more
announcements about staying out of the street. At 2115 a rock hit an OSP vehicle, and at the same time a
person was using a sling shot to fire projectiles at OSP troopers.
At 2116 a Molotov was thrown and it caught another demonstrator on fire. It took about 30 seconds for the
fire to be put out and the person received significant burns. More Molotov's were thrown, but they landed
short and detonated in the street.
The IC (Comd. Dobson) declared the event a Riot at 2116. The sound truck began giving announcements
about the event being a riot, and told people to disperse from the area. The announcements included force
and arrest warnings. Fireworks and mortars were thrown at officers at 2117.
Ground units started moving the crowd east, and used a variety of munitions to include CS at 2120. More
mortars were thrown,a nd goround unit continued their push using munitions at 2124. Ground units started
pulling back to 112/Stark, and found the person burned by the Molotov in the area. Medics assessed his
injuries, and offer him assistance, but he declined and took a private vehicle to the hospital.
At 2135 Ground units re-engaged the crowd. Another mortar was thrown, and a dumpster fire was lit in the
intersection of 117/Stark.
The group split, and about 200 people marched west on Burnside at 2140. Another large group was at 122/
Stark. At 2141 the group on Burnside turned south on 108, and they were met by Delta nd MFF's at 2145 at
108/Stark.
At 2146 the group on 122 started moving south.
At 2149 Delta disengage from the group they were moving at 108/Burnside.
At 2151 a third group that had been unseen for a period of time joined with the group that was already
moving south on 122. At 2158 the group moving south on 122 was bout 300 people.
At 2200 the Burnside group had split again, and while many had gone back east some move to 102 and
turned south.
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At 2201 the group on 122 turned west on Main. At 2202 OSP moved up main towards 120, and the group
turned south on 120.
At 2204 the group on 102 was met by Delta/Charlie, and many went through some apartments on the east die
of 102 towards 103.
At 2209 OSP had repositioned and contacted the group from 120th at 119/Taylor. OSP took several
custodies.
The eastern group moved back out to 122, and moved south past Madison at 2217. The group was still about
200 people. The group stopped at 122/Market. At 2225 the group started moving back north on 122. Most
of the original Burnside group had returned to Ventura park. At 2240 the 122 group was back in the area
of 117/Stark, and the group merged back together into a single group. Also at 2240 a NOC car was hit by
a vehicle who left the scene. Precinct assets were called into assist NOC and AIR2 in taking the driver into
custody away from the crowd.
At 2242 a dumpster was lit on fire again at 117/Stark. The sound truck gave more announcements about the
event bring a riot, and people needed to disperse from the area. The group moved west and was contacted
by ground units at 113/Stark at 2248. More paint balloons and rocks were thrown at officers at 2250. More
custodies were taken at 2251. At 2258 the crowd was pushed into the park near 117/Stark. More rocks and
paint balloons were thrown t 2259. At 2303 OSP pushed the crowd further north on 117. At 2309 more
sound truck announcements were given about the riot and the need for people to leave the area. At 2311
more rocks and paint balloons were thrown at OSP.
The group had again split, and about 200 people regathered at 122/Burnside. Charlie pushed through OSP
on 117 to move that group to Burnside. Frozen water bottles and other projectiles were thrown at officers
during this movement.
At 2316 a dumpster fire was reported at 122/Pine.
At 2320 Delta and Charlie moved back to the south while OSP held their line. at 2327 more sound truck
announcements were given about the riot, and the need to leave the area. More custodies were taken as
the group from 122/Burnside moved back west towards the officers. More paint balloons were thrown at
officers. More custodies were taken at 2335. At 2345 a person who had thrown an incendiary device was
taken into custody. Also t 2345 the group on 122 of about 150 was moving south at Salmon.
At 2359 about 50 people were moving towards Delta who was assisting FAT with custodies at 117/Pine.
Also at 2359 the group on 122 had moved to Lincoln. At 0001 the group turned around and marched back
north.
At 0001 the group at 117/Pine was throwing projectiles at officers, and smoke was deployed.
At 0020 the group north on 122 turned west onto Stark. the group was about 150 people. More sound truck
announcements were made at 0021 about the riot. This group moved north on 119 at 0029.
At 0032 officers reported rocks were being thrown at them from the park at 117/Stark.
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The group from 119 had joined the others at 117/Pine, and OSP moved the entire group north on 117 to
Burnside. Rocks and other projectiles were thrown at officers during this movement. At 0038 a mortar was
thrown at OSP troopers. At 0040 ground units disengaged from the crowd on Burnside, and several rocks
were thrown at officers as they tried to leave.
The group moved west on Burnside, and then stopped at about 0047. The group was still about 100 people
and they were spread out over several blocks. At 0055 the group moved back south through Ventura park.
At 0102 the group started trying to move west on Stark, and rocks were thrown at officers at 0107. At 0108
ground units moved the crowd back east, and the crowd moved back into the park at 0109.
At 0110 the sound truck gave announcements that people still needed to leave due to the riot and the park
was closed. Ground units moved through the park to clear it out and took several more custodies at 0111.
At 0113 the sound truck gave more announcements about the park closure and included it was closed to the
"press". At 0114 more custodies were taken.
At 0143 ground units disengaged.
The group slowly disperse on their own at this time, and ground units were demobed at 0220.
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*** END OF HARDCOPY ***
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